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Abstract. We shall show that B(H) can be represented by the strong closure

of the linear span of the compounds of a fixed operator in B(H) and the rank

one operators, composed only by the vectors of a certain orthonormal basis of

H, in a nest algebra, even, under some assumption, in the radical of a nest

algebra.

0. Notations, basic relationships, and introduction

Throughout, the nonzero Hilbert space H under consideration is complex

and separable. Subspace means "closed subspace of H " and operator means

"bounded linear operator from H into itself." ç is used for "is contained in,"

while c is reserved for "is properly contained in." We write BÍH) for the set

of all operators and KÍH) for the set of all compact operators. The symbol

x ® y denotes the rank-1 operator (•, x)y for x, y c H. If S ç H and
S" c BÍH), we write RXÍS) for the set of all rank-1 operators composed by

vectors in S and R\5^ and RX3P for RxiS)n3' and RxiH)n3" respectively.

If M is a subspace, Pm stands for the projection from H onto M. If 3* ç

BÍH), [3*]^ ([«5^"') denotes the strong closure (norm closure) of the linear

span of 3". If 3* ,$f ç BÍH), and if there exists G in BÍH) such that
3> = [stfGstf^s\3' = [j/Gs/]W), then we call 3* a strong-principal (norm-

principal) bimodule of s/ with respect to G.
A nest J" is a family of subspaces totally ordered by inclusion. Jf is said

to be complete if (i) it contains {0} and H and (ii) given any subfamily Jó

of Jf, the subspaces A{^: L e -^6} and \J{L: L c Jo} are both members
of jr. If ¿V € JT, we define AL = \J{L: L C N, L c ¿V} and N+ =
/\{L: N c L, Le JT}. Obviously, if yf is complete, then AL , N+ eJ^ for
all N cjr. Throughout, a nest is complete. The set {T: T à BÍH), TN ç N,
N eJT} is called the nest algebra (associated with Jf ) and is denoted in this

paper by AJ^. The space M e N, with M, N c J? and M D N, is called
an yT-interval. A finite yf-partition is a finite set {Ex, ... , En} of mutually

orthogonal yT-intervals with Ex®-- -®En = H. The Jacobson radical [5, p. 69]

of AJf is denoted by RAJf . We can regard the following theorem as another
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definition of the radical, which is actually used in this paper.

Theorem. (Ringrose Criterion, [5, p. 73]). Let Jf be a complete nest. If

T c AJf, then T c RAJf if and only if for each e > 0 there exists a finite
J"-partition {En} such that \\Pe„TPe„\\ < e for each n.

Corollary. [4, p. 21]. Let J" be a complete nest. Then

RAyf = [{PNTPN± : N cJ" ,T c BiH)}fn\

Definition. (Larson, [3, p.418]). Let JV be a complete nest. The symbol

R^AJ" is defined to be the class of all operators T in AJ" with the prop-

erty that given e > 0 there exists a (perhaps infinite) yf-partition {E„} with

\\Pe„TPe„\\ < e for each zz.
Obviously, RAJf ç R°°AJf. Finally, the following operator G will play an

important role in this paper. We define

oo     / oo \

G = E   EM'.**) )ej,
j=l   \i=l )

where {en} is an orthonormal basis of H and {q¡;} is a family of nonzero

complex numbers restrained by Y^f=\ Y^tLi la¿/l2 < +°° ■

It is proved in [2, p. 393] that the strong closure of all finite rank operators

in a nest of algebra AJf is equal to AJf. Motivated by [1, p. 1], we shall show

that BÍH) is the strong-principal bimodule of R\exAJ" with respect to G for

a certain orthonormal basis {e„} of H, that is, the representation is possible
as long as we substitute the basic units x <g> y of the finite rank operators in the

nest algebra by the new basic units [et ®£/)(?(efc ®-e¡l, where e¡®ej and ek®e¡
are rank-1 operators in the nest algebra and are composed only by the elements

of a certain orthonormal basis {en} of H.

1.  R\en}Ajr

Lemma 1.1. (Ringrose, [5, p. 64]). Let J^ be a complete nest, and let x and y

be nonzero vectors in H. Then x®y e AJV if and only if there is an N cJf

such that x c (AL)-1, y cN.

The above lemma can be written as

RxAJ/~ = {x®y:xc (AL)-1, y c N, N cJf}.

If {en} is an orthonormal basis in H, we have

R[en]AJr = {e¡ <g>ej: e¡ C (TV-)-1 ,ejCN; e¡,ejC{en};Nc J^}.

Lemma 1.2. Let Jf be a complete nest. Then there exists an orthonormal basis

{en} of H with the property that for any e¡ c {en} there exists ej, e> € {e„}

such that
ej <8> e¡, e¡ <8> e> e AJr.

Proof, (i) {0} c {0}+ and //_ c H. Observe that ({0}+)_ = {0} and H =
{O}-1 = (({0}+)_)-L. Let Bx , B2, and 53 denote orthonormal bases of {0}+ ,
//_ e {0}+ and ÍH-)-1 respectively. We define {e„} = Bx U B2 U B3. For any
e¡ c {<?„}, if e¡ € Bx, it follows from e¡ c H = (({0}+)_)-L, e¡ e {0}+ that e¡
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can act as ej and e* as well; If e¡ e B2, for any ej 6 B3, it follows from

£, G ÍH-)1-, e¡ c H that e¡ <g> e, G AJf, and for any ek C Bx, it follows from

e¡ e H = (({O}-,.)-)-1-, efc G {0}+ that e¡ ® ek c AJf ; If e¡ G #3, it follows
from e, G (/L-)x, e¡ c H that e, can act as e¡ and e\ as well.

(ii) {0} = {0}+ and //_ = //. There exists a sequence {Nn}tT-oo in -^

satisfying (i) if i < j, then A7,- c A) , (ii) limn^-oo iV„ = 0 and lim„^+00 Pn„ =

I all in the strong operator topology [1, p. 2]. Let B„ denote an orthonormal

basis of N„ e N„_x for each n. We define {e„} = [jt^-oo^n ■ For any e¡ G

{e„} , if e¡ G J?„ , then any vector in Bm im > n) can act as e¡, while any vector

in Bm im < n) can act as e^ .

(iii) The proof for the case either {0} c {0}+ and H- = H or {0} = {0}+

and H- c H is trivial.    D

Lemma 1.3. Let Jf be a complete nest. Then there exists an orthonormal basis

{e„} of H with the property that for any e¡, e¡ G {en} there is a complex number

o-ii, j) ¥" 0 sucn that

a(i, j)(e, ® e¡) G ÍR\em}AJr)GÍR\en}Ajr).

Proof. Let {e„} be the orthonormal basis of H defined in Lemma 1.2. For

any e¡, e¡ G {en} , we can find e¡0, e¡0 G {e„} such that e¡ ®e¡0, ej0®ej G AJ^.

e¡ ® ej =-ÍGeio, eJo)ej ® ej
a'oJo

=-{eJo 8 ej)íe¡ ® Geio) =-iejo ® e> )£(<?, ® ek),
a'oJo a'o7'o

<*i»hei ® *í = («A ® «/W« ® ek) e (*U}¿^)G(A{eil} A/f)-    D

Theorem 1.4. Let J" be a complete nest. Then there exists an orthonormal basis

{e„} of H suchthat

BÍH) = [ÍRxMAyf)GÍRx{en}Ayr)]is).

Proof. Let {en} be the orthonormal basis of H defined in Lemma 1.2. We

know that
BÍH) = [RxÍH)fS).

For any x, y G H, let x = £/=1 a,e<, y = £,=1 zV¿ • £"=1 E"=i ctißjet®ej

converges in the norm operator topology to x <g> y [6, p. 8], so we have

[í1W]ÍS)=Í/í1(K})f.

By Lemma 1.3, we have

[R\{en})](S) Ç [ÍR\en}Ajr)GÍR\en}Ajr)tsx ç BÍH).

Therefore,

ß(tf) = [ÍRx{eri}AJr)GÍR\en]Ajr)]W.   O

Theorem 1.5. Let Jf be a complete nest. Then there exists an orthonormal basis

{e„} of H such that

KÍH) = [ÍR\en}Ayf)GÍR\en}Ayf)r\
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Proof. Let {e„} be the orthonormal basis of H defined in Lemma 1.2.  We

know that
K(H) = [RliH)]W    [6, p. 18].

By the proof of Theorem 1.4, we have

[RlÍH))W = [Rlí{en})]W.

By Lemma 1.3, we have

[Rli{en})]{n) Ç [ÍR\en]A^)GÍR\en]Ayf)}^ ç KÍH)

Therefore, KÍH) = [ÍR\en}AJr)GÍR\en)AyV)](nK   □

2.  R\, XRAJ" and Rx.  ,R°°Ajr
\enj \en¡

Lemma 2.1. Let Jf be a complete nest, and let x and y be nonzero vectors

in H. Then x®y G RAJ^ÍR^AJ") if and only if there is N e J" such that
xeiV1, y G N.

Proof. Let x and y be nonzero vectors in H. If there is N c Jf such that

x G N1-, y G N, by the corollary in §0, it follows from

x ® y = Í •, x)y = Í ■, PN±x)PNy

= ÍPN± • , x)PNy = PNix ® y)PN±

that x®y is in RAJ"ÍR^AJ").
Now let x ® y g RAJ" ÍR™ AJf). Since x ®y G AJ", there exists N c J"

such that x C (AL)-1, y c N, and since x ®y G RAJ" (ic^A/f), given e > 0

there is a finite (perhaps infinite) yf-partition {En} suchthat \\PE„ix<^y)^E„\\ <

s for all n . Observe that because N e AL is a minimal interval, there exist

some En 2 N e AL ,  and it follows from

\\PNeN-ix ® y)PNeN-\\ < \\PeA* ® y)PEn\\ < e

that

PNeN-ix®y)PNeN- = 0

so

ÍPnqn- • , x)PNQN-y = 0.

Assuming that N c N and ycN-, we have iPNeN_ • , x) = 0,  i.e. , x ±

N e AL . Together with ï1JV_, thus we have x G N-1.   a

The above lemma can be written as

RxRAJ" = RxR°cAJr = {x®y:xc Ar1-, y G A7; Ng^}.

If {£„} is an orthonormal basis of H, we have

7?{en}JRA^" = ÄJ^^A/T = {e; ® ej : et c N1 ,ejCN; e¡ ,e}c{en};N e J"}.

The proofs for the following Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 2.4 are

similar to those of case (ii) of Lemma 1.2, Lemma 1.3, and Theorem 1.4 and

so are omitted.
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Lemma 2.2. Let J" be a complete nest with {0} = {0}+ and 7L_ = H. Then
there exists an orthonormal basis {en} of H with the property that for any

e¡ G {e„}, there exist ej, e^ c {en} such that e¡ ® e¡, e¡ ®ekc RAJr.

Lemma 2.3. Let J" be a complete nest with {0} = {0}+ and //_ = H. Then

there exists an orthonormal basis {e„} of H with the property that for any

e¡, ej G {e„}, there exists a complex number a(z, j) ^ 0 such that

aii, j)iej®ej) G ÍRAJf)GÍRAA").

Theorem 2.4. Let J" be a complete nest with {0} = {0}+ and H- = H. Then
there exists an orthonormal basis {e„} of H such that

BÍH) = [ÍRx{en}RAyf)GiRx{en}RAJ")ÍsK

Theorem 2.5. Let J" be a complete nest with either {0} c {0}+ or H- c H.

Then for any G G BÍH), neither

BÍH) = [ÍRAJr)GÍRAJ")](s)

nor
KÍH) = [ÍRAJ")GÍRAJ/~)]W

is true.

Proof. If {0} c {0}+ , then by Lemma 2.1, we have

RAJrç{f®e:fci{0}+)±, ecH}.

For any f,f2C ({0}+)x and ex,e2cH,

íf®ex)Gíf2®e2){0}+ = ÍGe2,fx)íf2®ex){0}+ = {0}.

Thus, evidently, for any nonzero vector e in {0}+

e®ec [iRAJ")GiRAJ")]W.

If H- c H, then by Lemma 2.1, we have

RAJ" c{e®g:ecH, gcH-}.

For any ex, e2c H and gx, g2 G //_

ran(é?! ® gx)Gie2 ® g2) = ran(C7g2, ex)ie2 ® gx) ç //_.

Thus, evidently, for any nonzero vector / G ÍH-)1-,

f®fc [ÍRAJ")GÍRAJr)]^.

In view of the compactness of e ® e and f ® f, neither of the expressions

in the theorem is valid.    D
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